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DISEÑO INTERIOR  Nº 71    
 
 
INNOVATIVE OFFICES 
 
Office for 
The Media Partnership 
An integral project 
 
 
The media buying agency The Media Partnership set up its headquarters in 
Madrid in one of the buildings of the Paseo de la Castellana and commissioned 
the studio of Lola lago interiores, which is also the author of the design of the 
furniture. 
 
The client, The media buying agency The Media Partnership, had a room open 
plan of 580 m2, with a rectangular arrangement and two entrance gates from 
the lobby elevators.  
The intent of the project, conducted by the interior designer Lola Lago, was to 
create a space that stay perfectly defined and differentiated three areas: 
management, administration and technical departments, to facilitate 
communication between the offices, while solving the complex computing 
facility which requires the firm. 
She took advantage of the double entry to distribute the one hand, 
administration, billing, cash management, messaging and kitchen, on the other 
direction, technical department and clients’ service. 
However, these two areas are communicated through the longitudinal corridor 
that stretches across the floor and along which are the offices of press, 
television, magazines, computer and research. 
To define and limit spaces, they have opted for prefabricated walls and large flat 
piece of transparent glass or etched, in some offices has been done without 
doors, and in other cases, as in the boardroom, we used slide doors. These 
solutions help ensure the necessary privacy without compromising the proper 
sense of spaciousness. 
 
WOOD, IRON AND COLOR 
Regarding furniture, some pieces have been chosen from among firms Mobles 
114, Imat, Techno Profile, Kartell, Altro and Arlex, and some are original 
designs from Lola Lago. In some parts the designer has used iron, steel and 
maple, natural or dyed, in the tables of management, for example, two large 
perforated iron pyramidal base hand painted and polished steel structure 
supporting the timber on. 
In other cases, the bases are replaced with textured metal legs and textured 
drawer units. The cabinets are made of maple and their modular design makes 
easier the assembly of several pieces of different heights, which wanted to 
create a sculptural image. For the meetingroom seats have been chosen 
instead of chairs and a conference table lower than usual, with the intention to 
promote a relaxed atmosphere. 
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One of the keys of the work, is the choice of color: it would enhance the 
richness of color and it plays an important role dyeing furniture that enhances 
the grain of the maple. 
The flooring has been solved with floating parquet synthetic that mimics wood 
and lighting with lamps and halogen lamps, fitted in wardrobes and desk. 
 
Photos:  
Eugeni Pons 
         
 
Above, the corridor which crosses the floor lengthwise. In order to create 
impression of spaciousness has dispensed with some doors and some offices 
have been identified with panels of glass. On the opposite page, top, two 
management offices, individualized for the design of the tables, replacing the 
legs by two large perforated iron pyramidal bases. Below, photographs of 
furniture, designed by Lago, and details of the cabinet. 
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